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AMERICHEM INFINITY ENGINEERED COMPOUNDS TO BE MANUFACTURED AT AMERICHEM’S
NEWLY EXPANDED PLANT IN SUZHOU, CHINA
SUZHOU, CHINA (April 10, 2014) – Americhem Inc., a global provider of custom color and additive
solutions for polymeric products, has announced that it will soon be manufacturing products of sister
company Americhem Infinity Engineered Compounds at its newly expanded facility in Suzhou, China.
Americhem Infinity compounds include specialty filled, reinforced, internally lubricated, electrically active and
precolored engineering thermoplastics. The firm is headquartered in Swedesboro, N.J., U.S.A.
“As a part of the expansion of our Suzhou plant, Americhem is installing specific equipment that will enable
us to manufacture Americhem Infinity compounds for customers in the Asia Pacific region,” said Stanley
Teoh, Americhem’s general manager for the Asia Pacific region. “This will expand our product offerings in
the region and enable current Americhem Infinity customers to receive locally supplied products.”
Americhem Infinity president, Carlos Carreno, indicated that nearly 30 percent of the company’s products
have been exported from its Swedesboro manufacturing facility to China since the company’s inception in
2005. “We’re anxiously anticipating the ability to serve our Chinese and multinational customers better and
to expand the product offerings that they have available locally,” Carreno said. The compounds are
projected to be manufactured in Suzhou in early 2015 and until that time, Chinese customers will continue to
be supplied from the company’s U.S. manufacturing plant.
Americhem Infinity specializes in highly engineered thermoplastic compounds, serving a variety of
industries, including medical, electrical/electronics, business machines, IT/disk drive, aerospace/military,
industrial and consumer products. The company focuses on service, speed and technical expertise for its
customers. Americhem Infinity’s compounds are made with over 35 engineering resins, feature a wide
variety of reinforcement and filler options and can contain up to several specialty additive packages.
Share:
Please feel free to use the posts below to share this news on your social media channels.
Facebook
#AmerichemInc’s newly expanded Suzhou, China, plant will manufacture compounds of sister company
Americhem Infinity. Get the details: http://bit.ly/1g3J9Sm

Tweet the News
#AmerichemInc’s newly expanded Suzhou, China, plant will manufacture Americhem Infinity compounds.
http://bit.ly/1g3J9Sm
About Americhem
Americhem is a global organization that delivers custom color and additive solutions for customers seeking
superior performance and batch-to-batch consistency for their polymer products. The company specializes
in color and additive masterbatches, and single pigment dispersions, all backed by complete technical
support that ensures quality, reliability and value. Americhem operates eight manufacturing plants and also
maintains a representative sales office in Luxembourg and Monterrey, Mexico. Central Research &
Development facilities and headquarters are located in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. For more information visit
Americhem.com or call 800.228.3476.
About Americhem Infinity
Americhem Infinity, located in Swedesboro, New Jersey, manufactures and sells custom compounded,
engineering grade, polymer composites to meet the demands of specific customer applications. Utilizing
fillers and reinforcements, and a broad variety of engineering resins, the company enhances the base resin
properties and creates an infinite variety of compounded products in the form of plastic pellets.
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